
Experience the variety and flexibility of electronic data interchange. Reach every one 
of your EDI partners - regardless of what protocols and formats they require - with a 
single fully managed connection to ecosio’s Integration Hub.

WE SPEAK EVERY DIGITAL LANGUAGE

With ecosio’s mapping and routing services electronic 
data exchange is easy. Regardless of which format your 
ERP system uses and which format your EDI partner 
needs, our Integration Hub translates the source format 
and ensures your messages are sent correctly. All you 
need to do is send documents in a uniform document 
format to our Hub, where they are converted and for-
warded to the recipient. Meanwhile, incoming messages 
are received, converted and forwarded directly to your 
ERP system in a uniform format.

This saves you and your company pricy software  
licenses for local EDI converters, ongoing maintenance 
costs, and the trouble of hiring experienced EDI person-
nel, who are typically expensive and hard to find..

ALL COMMON EDI FORMATS

ONE MANAGED  
EDI CONNECTION

ALL MAPPING, 
   ROUTING AND  
      ONBOARDING
         HANDLED VIA ONE 
            CONNECTION

ROUTING IN VANS WORLDWIDE

Once connected to the Integration Hub, you also have 
access to our VAN network. With just one connection, 
messages can be exchanged with any VAN – such as 
GXS, IBM Sterling and Liaison – worldwide. Easy mes-
sage-based pay-per-use billing ensures predictable 
pricing and no additional costs.

SIGNATURES AND ARCHIVING

Should a signature be required by local law or a part-
ner, ecosio’s Integration Hub can attach signatures to 
all messages. ecosio also saves all messages for the 
standard period of three months. Using our Archive API 
messages can be fetched during this time and forward-
ed to local archives as required.

✓ EDIFACT
✓ VDA
✓ ANSI ASC X12
✓ TRADACOMS
✓ JSON
✓ XML

✓ CSV
✓ TXT
✓ IDoc
✓ Hybrid Formats  

(e.g. ZUGFeRD)
✓ Various in-house Formats

EVERY KEY EDI PROTOCOL
✓   AS2 
✓   X.400 
✓   SFTP/FTPS 
✓   HTTPS 
✓   OFTP2 
✓   PEPPOL 

✓   SHK-Mail 
✓   SMTP 
✓   Routing possible via all 

major VANs globally (e.g. 
GXS and IBM Sterling)



HOW ECOSIO’S SOLUTION WORKS

YOUR ADVANTAGES WITH ECOSIO

✓ All your EDI requirements met via a central connection to ecosio

✓ No special EDI know-how needed within your business

✓ All commonly used EDI protocols and EDI formats supported

✓ Worry-free EDI partner connection from first contact to monitoring

✓ Direct integration in your ERP system, so the delivery status of a message 
can be viewed via your ERP



STREAMLINED PARTNER ONBOARDING

With ecosio, partner onboarding is no longer a long and 
frustrating process. Unlike other providers, who pass the 
responsibility to chase partners for information to you 
(resulting in endless back and forths with you as the 
middleman), ecosio will assign you a dedicated Integra-
tion Engineer who will liaise directly with your partners to 
finalise connection. 

Further, as our EDI experts also oversee the testing 
phase, you can be sure of a reliable connection.

As a result, partner onboarding with ecosio is faster, 
simpler and more reliable.

MESSAGE MONITORING 

Depending on the size of your supply chain, message 
monitoring can require substantial internal resources to 
ensure everything is running smoothly. With ecosio the 
pressure of checking message statuses and delivery / 
error notifications is removed. Instead, we take respon-
sibility for message monitoring. This involves setting up 
automated alerts and flags for different occurrences in 
order to ensure everything runs smoothly.

Our entire system has been designed from the bottom 
up to guarantee successful message delivery. In the 
case of failures, the system first attemps automatic re-
sends. If that doesn’t work, our operations team is au-
tomatically notified. Similarly, if messages are not being 
fetched by a partner, this is also recognised and actions 
are taken accordingly.

ERROR HANDLING

Unfortunately, whether its because of broken network 
connections or mistakes by your trading partners,  
errors will inevitably occur from time to time. As such 
it’s important to have efficient systems in place to cope

ecosio’s error handling and support is proactive, not re-
active. Unlike other providers, our team of experts spots 
errors quickly and instantly starts the process of resolv-
ing them. Often errors are resolved before they are even 
noticed by anyone else.

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY. MINIMUM EFFORT.

At ecosio we provide a fully comprehensive EDI service. In addition to handling all the 
technical requirements of automated message exchange, ecosio also handles time-
consuming EDI tasks such as partner onboarding and message monitoring. With key 
EDI tasks like these in the hands of our EDI experts, internal teams are then able to 
focus on other, more value-adding tasks.

Let us handle key EDI 
processes so you can focus on 

what you do best!



CASE 

ecosio routing enables 
Tyrolit, an abrasive prod-
ucts manufacturer, to 
flexibly fulfil new data ex-
change requirements.

The well-known manu-
facturer uses ecosio’s In-
tegration Hub to reduce 
complexity and costs.

With just one connection, 
Switzerland’s largest retail 
company reaches all EDI 
partners and routes all EDI 
data exchange using rout-
ing.

The well-known manufac-
turer of Twist & Drink uses 
ecosio’s Integration Hub to 
connect with commercial 
business partners.

All of FUBA’s clients and 
suppliers are fully auto-
matically connected to the 
FUBA system thanks to 
ecosio API and Web EDI.

International automotive 
supplier manages EDI us-
ing ecosio API.

Data exchange with clients 
and suppliers is fully auto-
mated thanks to the native 
integration of ecosio using 
the EPO Connector and 
the ecosio Web EDI portal.

UK-based Modiano is one 
of the world’s pre-eminent 
wool traders and proces-
sors who selected ecosio 
for their strategic EDI part-
nership.

This plastic industry heavy-
weight counts on ecosio’s 
direct EDI integration with 
ProALPHA to connect 
their international clients 
and suppliers.

The IT distributor relies on 
ecosio to send and track 
ZUGFeRD invoices effi-
ciently.

With ecosio’s routing and 
mapping expertise Hilti is 
able to automate its cus-
tomer processes in Eu-
rope.

The frozen poducts spe-
cialist relies on routing and 
mapping for transmitting 
fTRACE data to GS1 Ger-
many.

For its brand PowerBar, Ac-
tive Nutrition is building up 
an independent EDI infra-
structure to connect to all 
its partners with the ecosio 
Integration Hub.

With ecosio’s Integration 
Hub, the data exchange 
processes of all eurotrade 
shops in the Munich Air-
port run smoothly and ef-
ficiently.

THESE COMPANIES PLACE  
THEIR TRUST IN ECOSIOCASE STUDIES

In addition to routing, elec-
trical wholesaler Sonepar 
relies on Master Data from 
ecosio for master data 
communication.

With ecosio’s Supplier Por-
tal, Horsch manages rele-
vant purchasing processes 
and supplier relationships 
easily and centrally.

WHY TRUST ECOSIO?

92%
of our customer  

expectations are 
met or exceeded

88% 
of IT decision makers realise  
savings and accelerate speed  
when switching  to ecosio
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Want to find out more about ecosio’s solution? Get in touch 
for a personal consultation where we can help to assess your 
individual needs.

UK +44 20 3369 5760 
AT +43 1 996 2106-0
DE +49 89 125 0323 60 

edi@ecosio.com 
www.ecosio.com

WANT TO LEARN MORE? GET IN TOUCH


